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RE: Report needed from you setting out details concerning what you have done with six
Democracy Watch complaints filed from 2001-2009, and all other complaints received, or
revie\rys or investigations initiated, since 2005 concerning allegations of a violation of the
Lobbying Act or Lobbyists' Code of Conduct (of which there seem to be at least 100 total)

Dear Commissioner Shepherd:

Overview of concerns
We are writing concerning six complaints Democracy Watch has filed with the office enforcing

the Lobbyists' Code of Conduct, either you or your predecessor Registrar of Lobbyists, from 2001 to
2009,as well as all complaints or reviews or investigations since 2005 of allegations of violations of the
Lobbying Act or Lobbyists' Code.

Five of the Democracy 'Watch complaints were filed from 2001 to 2004. Rather than
summarizing them in This letter, we refer you to the following Democracy Watch webpage which
contains summaries of them:
http://www.dwatch.calcamp/Five-Ethics-Complaints.html

The other two complaints were filed with you in October 2009 -- you can see them summarized
in the following Democracy Watch news release:
http: //www.dwatch.calcamp/Rel sNov0309.html

You finally issued a ruling on one of the two complaints, concerning lobbyists assisting Cabinet
minister Lisa Raitt with a fundraising event, Iast week.

Concerning the five complaints filed from 2001 to 20M, as you would know given that you

began working in ihe Office of the Registrar of Lobbyists in 2004, in a July 2004 ruling.the Federal
Court quashed rulings on four of (at that time) eight Democracy Watch complaints that had been ruled

on by then-Registrai of Lobbyists Howard Wilson, and as a result of that order, the Department of
Justi-ce and the Registiar's office agreed in a letter to Democracy Watch to have new rulings issued

concerning all eight complaints (Democracy Watch can provide the letter to you if necessary). You can

see the ruling at:
http: //deci si ons.fct-cf .g c.cal en I 2OO4 I 2004f c969 I 2004f c969.html

Democracy Vy'atch is an independent, non-profit, non-partisan citizen organization and the
leading advocacy groúp for democratic reform, government accountability and corporate responsibility in Canada
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Rulings were issued by the Registrar's office on three of the complaints, and Democracy Watch filed a

judicial review application concerning one of the rulings, which as you know res_ulted in the Federal
Court of Appeal ruling in March 2009, Democracy Wqtch v. Campbell2009 FCA 79.

As a result, six Democracy Watch complaints filed from 2001 to 2009 remain for which neither
the Registrar of Lobbyists, nor your office, has issued rulings, and under the Federal Cour order, and

by agrãement with th,j Department of Justice, you are under-a legal duty to issue rulings for the
complaints,

' As well, as detailed below, neither your predecessor Michael Nelson nor you have every
provided any summary or detailed information in your annual repgr-ts concerning the number and nature

òf complaints you receive each fiscal year. As a result, it is impossible to tell whether you have, over the
years, unjustifiably refused to investigate valid complaints that have been filed with you.

In addition, as detailed below, as of the end of fiscal year 2007-2008,Registrar Michael Nelson
had 43 outstanding case situations (36 administrative reviews, six (6) investigations, and once case

referred to the RCMP), and it seems that you dropped 38 of those cases (although given the vagueness

of the two annual reports you have issued, it is essentially impossible to tell what you have done with
those 43 cases).

Further, through fiscal year 2008-2009, and fiscal year 2009-2010, it seems from your annual

reports and testimonybefore House committees that you have initiated about 43 new administrative
reïie*s (the specific number is difficult to determine) based on complaints you rec,eived orthat you have

self-initiated after you.have become aware of evidence of a violation of the Act or Code, and it seems that

you have initiated eight (8) investigations, and referred six (6) cases to the RCMP (although the exact

totals are also very difficult to determine).

So while it seems that you have on file a total of at least 100 case situations (43 inherited flom
Registrar Nelson at the end of fiscal year 2007 -2008, 57 new cases since the end of fiscal year.2007-.

20õ'8), you have not provided adequale information to determine exactly what you have done with each

case anï why, nor háve you provided any details concerningcases referred to the RCMP (and, as you

know, theseïetails are impoitant because if the RCMP and Crown prosecutors.decide not to charge^and

prosecute a violator of the^Act,you can still then proceed to find the violator guilty under the Code of
failing to comply with the spirit of the Act).

A major part of the problem is that, unlike Registrar Nelson's past annual lepo1tl,Jqur annual

reports do noi inôlude summaries of the reviews you have u¡deftaken (summaries in which Registrar

Nèlson gave the general facts of each case, while not identifying anyone or disclosing personal .. .

informaiion). Aia result, it is impossible to tell what case reviews and investigations you are talking

about in each report, let alone the status of each review and investigation'

In other words,, it impossible to tell how many complaints in total yqq 9r Registrar Nels.on have

received since 2005 wìth valid evidence of violations of the-Ac¡ or Code,and it is also impossible to tell
what you have done over the past three years with the approximately 43.cases you inherited from
Regisirar Nelson, and the approximatety Sl situations iñ total mentioned in your two.annual.reports, in

which you had evidence ofäviolation óf either the Act or Code (the exact number is impossible to know

becausê of the vagueness of your and Registrar Nelson's reports).

And given that fiscal year 2010-2011 is almost over, who knows how many more cases of valid

allegations or evidence you have become aware of in the past year.
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Overall, the two annual reports you have produced so far provide far less detail than the annual

reports of past Registrar of Lobbyists Michael Nelson (who, although he w-as revea.led to have a very
wèak enfoicemenirecord, at least made it clear in his repofts the number of complaints received,
included a summary of each case, and disclosed how many were resolved and in what way each year).

Your two annual repofts provide less detail even than the annual reports of the disgraced former
Public Sector Integrity Commissioner, who at least disclosed the number of complaints received, and

how each complaint was treated each year. And, as you may know, recently the Interim Integrity
Commissionef disclosed a full "spreadsheet" that provided far more detail concerning how each

complaint was addressed, including a full timeline for each complaint'

Given that you have issued only two rulings in the past three years concerning alleged_ violations

of the Lobbyists' Code of Conduct, oui of at least 100 outstanding situations for which there has been

evidence ofa violation ol either the Act or Code (and likely many more), your enforcement record is also

as weak as the disgraced former Public Sector Integrity Commissioner. The RCMP and Crown
prosecutors have cõntributed to this weak record as they have never charged anyone nor has anyone

been prosecuted for violating the Act in the past 22years.

Given the concerns expressed by the Auditor General recently about the very weak performance

record of the former Integrity'Commissioner, Democracy Watch urges y.ou not only to disclose within

30 days all the details about évery complaint received, or review or investigation initia-ted, concerning

alleged violations of the Act or Code since 2005 (of whi-gh there seem to be at least 100), but also

inclirde all those details in your next annual report (for fiscal year 2Ol0-201 1, to cle.ar up the confusion

about what your office has-been doing since 2b05). We are very sure that MPs will soon be demanding

the same detailed disclosure from you.

Registrar of Lobbyists Michael Nelson's reports on Democracy Watch's and other past

complaints^ As you also know, your predecessor Registra_r of Lobbyists Michael \els.on acknowledged that

the five complaints *ere outstanãing, and that the enforcement office for the Lobbyists' .C.ode 
of

òonducthad'a legal duty to issue rui-ings for the five complaints, and that the five complaints w.ere. being

tiãnsiened to yoí in the newly creared-role of Commissióner of Lobby.ing, whenìre wrote in his final

Ànnu¿ Repori, for the fìscal year 2007 -2008,under the heading "Administrative Reviews" in the section

entitled "Énforcemerfi of the Lobbyists' Code of Conduct":
"The other 2006-2007 carry-oysr review, which was one of the six unfinished
Democracy Watch cases frôm 2006,was finalized. It involved an allegation of
unregistered lobbying and found that the individual in qlestion was not required to

regisier under the-Acl, and therefore was not in breach. Furthermore, as there was no

re[uirement to register, the individual was not bound by the Code of Conduct and the file
wai closed. The iemaining Democracy Watch cases are ongoi'g.

"Nine of the new reviews mentioned in last year's Annual Report are still ongoing.
Seven of them relate to possible breaches of ihe Code,and involve allegations of
improper lobbying activìty by individuals who were seeking financial benefits from a

spéciai operating ãgency óf the federal government. The other two involve registered.

loUUyists who wirãalleged to be providing ad.vi_c.e an-d professional services to federal

POFis at the same time as being registered to lobby the government.

"During the2001-2008 reporting period, a total of 17 administrative reviews were

initiateã with only one relâted tda possible contravention of the Code.The ORL received

a complaint that a registered lobbyiìt nad provided confidential information without
consent. This review is ongoing."
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In other words, although not expressed very clearly in the above paragraphs, at the end offiscal
year 2007 -2008, Registrar of Lobbyists Nelson had 15 uncompleted reviews of allegations of violations
of the Lobbyists' Code,including Democracy Watch's five outstanding complaints,

In the subsection entitled "Administrative Reviews" in the section entitled "Enforcement of the
Act" in his200'7-2008 Annual Report, Registrar Nelson stated:

"Work continued on the following six administrative reviews, referred to in the
Lobbyists Registration Act Annual Report, 2m6-2007 . [and then the review cases were
summarized (as they had been also in the2006-2007 Annual Report) and then Registrar
Nelson statedl In the repofting period of 2007-?008, 17 administrative
reviews were initiated with one of these discussed in Part Two . . . Of the administrative
reviews relating to possible brcaches of the Act, one rcview was completed with the file
referred to the RCMP. The case involved:
* An allegation that an individual lobbied the federal government on behalf of a
municipality and a province, and failed to respect the time limits for registering, thereby
breaching the Act and the Code. The administrative review found reasonable grounds to

' believe that the individual had breached the Act, and accordingly, the file was suspended
and was transferred to the RCMP in August 2007 for follow-up investigation. A
response from the RCMP is pending.

Of the 17 reviews initiated during this reporting period, 15 remain open. They
include 13 allegations of unregistered lobbying. Of these, nine involve individual
lobbyists, and four involve non-profit organizations. Of the remaining four reviews, two
were initiated based on allegations that registered lobbyists were in breach of the Act by
filing registrations that did not include full disclosure of the members of a client coalition
and public funding.

A recent Federal Court decision has questioned the Registrar's authority to
investigate cases involving alleged breaches of the Lobbyists Registration Act. The
decision of the Federal Court is under appeal. In the interim, the ORL has suspended
work on all administrative reviews pending the receipt of clearer guidance from the
Federal Court regarding the ORL's ability to investigate alleged breaches of the Code in
cases where the lobbyist has not registered."

In other words, again although not expressed very clearly, as of the end of fiscal year 2007_-

2008, Registrar Nelson hãd one completed review that had been referred to the RCMP (response from
the RCMÞ pending), and had 2l uncompleted administrative reviews of allegations of violations of the

Act.

Also in his final 2007-2008 Annual Report Registrar Nelson wrote, under the heading
"lnvestigations under the Code":

'During the fiscal year 2007-2008, the Registrar did not initiate any new investigations.
However, several investigations initiated in previous years remained active. Two
investigation repofts were finalized by the Investigations Directorate and forwarded to the

Registiar, one of which was the Democracy Watch case, which was opened as an

invèstigationin2006-2007. The Registrar shared these reports with the individuals
reporteã upon so as to provide them a reasonable opportunity to respond in writing. .As
with the aforementioned suspended reviews, these two cases and the active investigations
have been temporarily suspended pending receipt of clearer guidance from the Federal
Coun regarding investigations under the Code."

So while it is uncleal', because of the negligent vagueness of his Annual Repom, exactly how
many investigations were ongoing by Registrar Nelson at the end of fiscal year 2007 -2008, and there
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were at least "several". Registrar Nelson's 2006-2007 Annual Report states, under the heading
"lnvestigations Under the Code":

'During the fiscal year 2006-2007, the Registrar initiated two investigations. These two
investigations - along with the remaining four initiated.in October 2005 - are still in
progress."

As a result, it seems clear that at the end of fiscal year 2007 -2008, the Registrar had six ongoing
investigatio4s of violations of the Code.

As you know, Registrar Nelson only issued five rulings during his four years in office (four of
which concerned the actións of one lobbyist, the other was the ruling on one Democracy Watch
complaint).

Your actions concerning past complaints about violations of the Lobbyísts' Cod.e of Conduct
As you know, theFederal Court case referred to above in the Registrar's 2007-2008 Annual

Report was filed by Neelam Makhija, and the Federal Court of Appeal subsequently ruled that the 
.

Reþistrar/Commissioner of Lobbying is legally empowered to investigate and_rule on.lobbyists violating
tn{fobbytsts' Code even if the lóbbyist hãs not registered as required under the Lobbying Act.(and
even if the limitation period for prosecutions under the Act has passed)'

The fact that you as Commissioner pursued the Makhija case after the change of the Acr i1 J^uly

2008 replaced the Registrar with your new þosition as Commissioner, and the fact that the Federal Court

of Appeal upheld youi ruling retroactively (Makhija was, in e{fegt, found by the Court of.Appeal to have

viotatäd the'lnbbyists' Codã several years earlier, even though the scope your power to find him guilty

was in question tñrough the process óf tne court case), is further acknowledgeryet by your office that

you as Commissioner have a legal duty to continue investigations initiated by the Registrar.

In addition, the fact that the past annual reports of the Registrar of Lobbyists back to 1990 are

on your website is fu4her acknowledgement by y9u that your offi99 is legally responsible for the same

duties as the former Registrar and Ethics Counsellor was responsible.

As well, you $Jated before the House of Commons Standing Committee_on Access to

Information, Privacy and Ethics on June 8, 2009 that "l have always acted as if I^were really the 
.

commissioner. I haúe taken my work seriously, and I have nevel put anything off because I was in an

acting position." As a result, you have made it clear that.your.legal duties continued through yourone
y"u. ã, Int"rim Commissionei, and that you did not consider that year to be a justification for any delay

in dealing with any matter.

Further, as your in-house counsel Bruce Bergen stated before the same committee on October

27,2009:
"The Office of the Commissioner of Lobbying has always said, and I think it's clear,

that if there are allegations or facts, they arè looked into. And that's the policy: to,look
into everything. I tñink in the memberis question with respect-to a lobbyist speaking to
a party oificiai*tro is not a public office-holder, that's not lobbying as contemplated in

thè aci. However, I suppose if there were some facts or circumstances that would

enable a link to be drawn between that activity and actual lobbying, then that would be

something we would look into."

As a result, it is clear that you acknowledge that it is your legal duty to at least review all

complaints that are filsd with youi office, and then let !!e complainant know whether the complaint will
procèed to an investigation and/or referral to the RCMP.
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Even fufther, aS you stated before tlie same committee, also on October T7 ,2009:
"l do not have any examples to offer because honestly, to date,l have never refused to
consider a case bècause too much time had elapsed. However, if it has been a long
time, it may be difficult to find testimony, people who can provide evidence. It may be

that people will have died since l0 years ago and there are no longer any repofts about
the incident."

This statement, along with your ruling last week on the Bruce Rawsoli case from 2004, shôw

clearly that you consider past cases that you inherited from the Registrar of.Lobbyists to continue to be

active, and ãlso that it is fülly within the scope of your legal duty to review, investigate and issue rulings

about these cases.

Therefore, again Democracy Watch believes it is your legal duty to issue rulings on the five 
^

outstanding complai-nts it filed from 2001 to2004 with the past Registrar of lgbbyists (as well as, of
course, to issue a ruling on the sixth outstanding complaint from October 2009), and that it is your.legal

duty to at least review évery comptaint that hasbeen filed with your office or your predecessor Office of
the Registrar of Lobbyists.

Your reports concerning Democracy Watch's and other past complaints about violations of
the Act and Code

Your 2008-2009 Annual Report
While Registrar Nelsoñ's past annual reports were worded very unclearly,.and while it was

impossible to detõrmine from his ieports how mãny complaints he received each fiscal V9a1, !t was at

leait possible to decipher how many complaints tre na¿ réce.ived each year, how many administrative.

reviews were initiateà and completéd, and ho* many investigations were initiated and completed, and

how many reviews and investigations were not completed.

In comparison, your annual reports are even more vague. Your 2008-2009 first Anrual Report

also did not inilude any details about how many complaints you received in total. All your Reporl states

in the section entitled "Administrative Reviews" is that:
"In 2008-2009, 13 Administrative Reviews were initiated and 8 recommendation reports

were sent to the Commissioner."

And then you set out a pie chart entitled "Administrative Review Caseload by File Type (2005-

2008)" that sets out the petcenfage of each type of violation _thqt_w_as 
alleged in cases reviewed from

2005'to 2008 (we assume up to ihe end of fis'cal year 2007-2008,but it is unclear). While this pie-chart

is interesting, it giu"s no infòrmation about the number of complaints receiv.ed d.uring.this time period,

the numberõf r.ui.*r or investigations initiated based on complaints,.or self-initiated by the former

Registrar or yourself, nor any iniormation about the status of each review or investigation'

In the section "lnvestigations" of your 2008-2009 Report, yo]l state that six past cases. (we 
.

assume including the five Derñocracy Waich complaints that had not been ruled on by the Registrar)

remained under investigation by you, as you wrote in that Repoft: 
.

"A rransirionai þrovision iet out in the Federal Accountability Act regardi!g Pending
investigations gãve authority to the Commissioner to continue conducting.investigations
initiateä by thelRegistrar prior to July 2,2008. In the past year, six investigations
initiated by the Office of ihe Registrâr of Lobbyists were transferred to the

Commissi-oner of Lobbying. Oñe investigatioñ report has been submitted for the

Commissioner's considerati,cn, with the rernaining five still under review. The
Commissioner now has the authority to refuse to conduct or cease any investigation that

he or she believes would serve no useful purpose in pursuing because of, among other

things, the amount of time that has elapsed since the matter arose."
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We assume that the five outstanding Democracy Vy'atch complaints from 2001 to 2004 about
violations of the Code are included in the six complaints you continued to investigate because you have

not notified Democracy Watch that you have refused to conduct or ceased investigating any of
Democracy Watch's five complaints. Of course, as you know, in order to be in compliance with the

rules of naturaljustice and administrative law principles, as well as the agreement between Democracy
Watch and the Department of Justice and the Registrar, you would have had to give such notice to
Democracy Watch as the complainant if you decided to either refuse to conduct or cease investigating
any of the five complaints.

However, it is very difficult to tell what your enforcement actions have bàen because, for some

unknown reason, and.very unfortunately, you did not include summaries of cases in your Annual Report
as Registrat'Nelson had in his past annual repofts. Without the case summaries, it is impossible to tell
which cases you are referencing.

You stated before the House of Commons Standing Committee on Access to Information,
Privacy and Ethics on June 8,2009 that "Of those six, I've received one that is recommending it.should
go forward in terms of tabling. So what I'd like to do over the summer.is to actu.ally work in writing up

Ihe repoft, so I can table it sometime in the fall, hopefully." It seems that no ruling report has yet been

issued, even though it is now the end of February 2011.

You stated before the same committee on March 2,2009 the following:' "Mr. Borys Wrzesnewskyj: Let me just stop you there. There are 43 currently active

files, and you've investigated 61. Is that correct?
Mrs. Karen Shepherd: Yes, but I'm just going to verify the numbers. Since 2005, we

have initiated 6l administrative reviews, as we call them, and 10 investigations have been open

since 2005.1'

However, it is very unclear from your testimony, and your 2008-2009 annual report, whether or
not the 43 include the 13 you initiated during fiscal year 2008-2009.

In addition, Democracy Watch is very concerned that your 2008-2009 4lluul Report does not

provide any details about whaf you did elqctly, or wh.at has happened.ïF the following cases that were

not compléted by Registrar Nelson as of the end of fiscal year 2007 -2Q08:
. one comflleted review that had bee¡r referred to the RCMP (response from the

RCMP pending);
. 15 uncornpleteã'administrative reviews of allegations of violations of the lnbbyists'

Code;. 21 uncompleted administrative reviews of allegations of violations of the Ad, and;
. the six unôompleted investigations of the Registrar (again, although it is unclear, five

of which we assume are Democracy Watch's past complaints).

Your 200g-20L0 Annual Report
Furthe¡, what you wroie in your 2009-2010 Annual Report m-akes the status of the Depo,clagy

Watch's five complaints from 2001-to z\M,and one new complaint from October 2009 (all of which

have not yet been ruled on), and the other past uncompleted 43 cases that were under review or

investiga[ion by the former Registrar at thè end of fiscal year 2008, even more unclear. In that repoft,

under the heading "Administrative Reviews", you state:
"At any póint in time, the Office carries a caseload of about 40 administrative review

files. fhis year, the Office received 11 new complaints of non-compliance with the Act

and the Code. An additionalfive administrative ieviews were opened as a result of
internal monitoring and compliance verification efforts. Additionally, 10 reports were

submitted to the Cãmmissioner to assist her in administering the Lobbying Act."
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You then set out a table containing "the types and number of files that constitute OCL's new
caseload of administrative reviews in2009-2010", as follows:

"Unregistere{ Lobbying - 8 files; Unreported Communication - 3 files ;

False/Misleading Öommunication - 2 files; Improper Influence (Rule 8) - 3 files"

As you can see, while "new complaints" and reviews are mentioned, past complaints are not
mentioned. No details are provided concerning when the I I complaints were received and five self-
initiated reviews commenced, nor what stage each administrative review was at when the Annual Report
was produced at the end of fiscal year 2009-2010,

Again, unlike past reports by Registrar Nelson, you did not summarize arry of the "about 40"
review files, or the " 1 I new complaints" or the "additional five administrative reviews".

No information is pLovided about what has resulted from past 36 administrative reviews and six
investigations that were uncompleted by the Registrar at the end of fiscal year 2007 -2008, nor about the
one completed review'the Regiitrar had referred to the RCMP, nor whether the six cases mentioned in
the 2008:2009 Annual Report that you transferred from the past Registrar of Lobbyists are still under
review or investigation.

In addition, it is not specified what the "10 repofts" are -- administrative review reports?

investigation reports? policy reports? Only by reading your April 20,2010 testimony before the House

of Commons StàndingCommiftee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics can one determine that
the 10 reports were administrative review repofts, and that you had (at that lrme) 47 active administrative
reviews (but it is unclear whether you meani 47 rcviews that fiscal year, or 47 overall ongoing reviews
including reviews of past cases).

Similarly, also in your 2009-2010 Annual Report, under the heading "Investigations", you

state:
"This year, the Commissioner initiated three new investigations."

No details are provided about whether the investigations are about alleged violations of the Act or

Code,nor about what stage each investigation reached at the end of the fiscal year, 11{ rya11 no

information is provided ibout the status of the six investigations mentioned your 2008.2009 Annual
Report (and agãin, it rêmains unclear whether those investigations concerned alleged violations of the

Act or Code).

Also similarly, in your 2009-2010 Annual Report, under the heading "Referrals to a Peace

Officer", you state:
"fhis year, four administrative reviews under the Lobbying Acthave resulted in referrals
to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police."

No details are provided concerning which reviews you referred to the RCMP, when they wele

referred, whether Ure RCVtp has launched an.investigation, nor any estimate of when the RCMP will
decide whether or not to lay charges.

Your Fall2010 and February 201.1 committee appearances
Your committee appearances, including those from 2008 to spring 2010 mentioned above, as

well as your appearances iñ'patl 2010 and Febluary 2011, only add to the co.nfusion concerning the

numberbf comþlaints you have received, administrative reviews or investigations you have initiated, and

cases you haveì'eferrgd to the RCMP, and only add to the evidence of your very weak enforcement

record.
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In your 2009-2010 Annuat Report, cited above, you stated that yo_u have referred four cases to

the RCMÉduring that fiscal year alonè. Yet, during your December 14,2010 appearance before the

House of Commóns Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics., you stated that
"Since the coming into forcJof the Lobbying Act in July 2008, I have had to suspend looking into two
files." -- presuma-bly to refer them to tne RCMp. So is it four cases, or two cases, that have been

referred to the RCMP?

During that same committee appearance, you failed to give details as to how many administrative

reviews (ie. inìtialinvestigations) you-had outstanding as of that date,although y9u stated:

"The issues I wish to raise with you are based on my experience in enforcing the act.

Several lobbyists have been comìng forward to voluntarily disclose_that.they were late

in registerin!. tt is encouraging to iealize that a growing number^of registrants are

disclõsing bieaches of the act voluntarily. This year.alone nine of the 23 administrative
reviews initiated by my office were the result of voluntary disclosures."

If, by this year, you meant fiscal year 2009-2010,this contradicts your Ann_ual ngp.o+ in which

you stateá that yoú had initiated 16 admiiristrative reviews during that fiscal year. So which is it, 16

reviews or 23 reviewsJ

And you also stated the following about your administrative reviews since July 2008: 
.

"It is also possible that I close ihe administrative review even though the allegation ìs

well founded. In cases where I consider the offence not serious enough to refer to the

RCMP,I may choose to take measures that I consider better suited to ensuring

compliance with the act. These measures may include ed.ucating the subject or

requèsting that a correction be made to the registry of lobby.ists. These.files are also

su'ôject to"fumher monitoring. This is important if I want to be in a position to show

intent or negligence should I eventually ãecide to refer the matter to the RCMP. Since

July 2008, I"hãve closed 16 files wheré the allegation was well founded and such

measures were emPloYed."

So since July 2008 you have closed 16 cases (out of ho-w many total cases is unknown because

of the vagueness of yourueþottr and testimony), a-n! in each of those 16 cases you concluded the

û;;" híd violate díhe ¿,cior Code,but in eaðh of the cases.you decided in secret that the case should

hot be referred to the RCMP, nor did you find the person guilty of violating even the Code, and you

have kept the identity ofthe violator secret in all of these cases?

Also during that same committee appearance, you s-tated that "Since July 2008, I initiated eight

investigaiions." T"his contradicts your 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 an¡ual_ reports, in which you stated

ifruiyoi only initiated-three investigations, all during the2009-2010 fiscal year. So which is it, three

inveiti gations, or eight investigations?

Further, during that same committee appearance, you stated that "Since July^ 2008 I have

referred six files ro rhä RCMP." This also coniradicts you 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 qryugl IgPoIis'
in *fri"fr you stated that you had only referred four cases to the RCMP, all during the2009-20010 fiscal

year. So which is it, four cases or six cases?

you also stated that "Of the six that I referred to the RCMP, five of them are currently back with

me for reassessing in terms of determining what are rea-so¡able grounds to proceed. One of them is still

with the office." 5o where are the rulingJon these five? Why the furthel delay given that you had

oUuiourty already concluded that the peison had violatedthe Act''! And when y.ou finally make your.

irtingi, íuitt you Oirclose thp reasonsïhy the RCMP and Crown prosecutors did not charge the violator

(yet again)?
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Finally, during the same committee appearance, you stated that "l expect to table a number of
repons on investigation this fiscal year." So far only two ruling reports have been made public, and
there is only one month left in the fiscal year (although, it should be noted, you did say you would table
a "number" of reports, and "two" is a number).

But seriously, what about the ruling reports on the other, as far as it can be determined from all
of the above information, at least 100 total cases you have on file?

Your overall weak disclosure and enforcement record -- as bad as the former Public Sector
Integrity Commissioner

As noted above, since you became Commissioner of Lobbying, you have issued only two public
rulings concerning complaints filed, or self-initiated reviews, about allegations of violations of the
Lobbying Act or the Inbbyists' Code of Conduct This record of inaction, combined with the vagueness

of your annual reports summarized above, makes it essentially impossible for anyone to determine
wtrether you are actually reviewing complaints of violations of the Act and Code in compliance with the
rules of natural justice'and administrative law.

The fact that Registrar Nelson provided very few details that made it very difficult to determine
what he was doing in teims of reviewing, investigating and ruling on complaints about violations of the

Act and Code is no excuse for your continuing such negligent reporting practices.

Registrar Nelson's past record, and your record to date are, in effect, very similar to the former
Public Sector Integrity Commissioner who resigned in October when it was determined by the,Auditor
General tliat she wãs not actually reviewing complaints in compliance with the rules of naturaljustice
and administrative law.

It is clear that none of Democracy Watch's five complaints filed from 2001 to 20M have had

rulings issued in a fair, impartial way by an independent ffibunal in accordance with administrative law
princìples, as was ordered-by the Federal Cou¡t in July 2004,and agreed to in a letter by the Department

of Justice and your predecessor Registrar of Lobbyists.

It is also very clear that you have not provided information, again as required tocomply with
administrative law principles, concerning whãt you have done with the 43 cases that had not been'

completed at the efd of Registrar Nelson's tenure at the end of_fiscal y.ear 2007-2008, nor about the

appròximately 57 cases you have received complaints about and/or reviewed and/or il1.^rtig^1tiO. and/or

rêferred to thê RCMP aid Crown prosecutors through fiscal years 2008-2009 and2009-2010 (the

exact number is very difficult to deiermine), nor about any new cases that have arisen in the past fiscal
year.

It is also clear that you have taken an overly long period of time to rule on all _cases, uplo and

including failing to issue aruling on one of the two complaints filed by Democracy Watch in October

2009.

Request for corrective actions - detailed report needed from you norv, and in future years

As a result of the above information which raises many, many questions concerning your

enforcement actions over the past three years, Democracy Watch requests that, in the next 30 days, you

provide all of the details for the following:^ . the total number of complainis you have received since you became Interim
Commissioner of Lobbying at the end of fiscal year 2008, and the total number of
complaintS filed with Michael Nelson during his tenure as Registrar of Lobbyists
from 2005 to 2008;
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. details about each complaint and what you and/or Michael Nelson did with each
complaint (including general description of each case including law or code section
alleged to þe violated; and whether you rejected it without reviewing or investigating
it; reviewed it but did not investigate it; reviewed it and investigated it and ruled on it;
reviewed it and investigated it and referred it to the RCMP (and then, after the RCMP
review, ruled on it), with reasons for each ruling;

. the status of your investigations of Democracy Watch's five complaints filed from
2001 to 2004, including when you estimate you will issue rulings for each complaint;

. what you have done with the 36 administrative reviews and six investigations, and
one case referred to the RCMP, that were outstanding at the end of fiscal year 2007 -
2008 (including general description ofeach case,the status ofeach review and
investigation, when you estimate you will rule on each review and investigation, and
the status of the case referred to the RCMP, );

. what you have done witli the at least 43 administrative reviews, eight investigations,
and six cases yolr have referred to the RCMP in the past three years (again, including
exactly how many complaints you have received in total, general description of each
complaint, how many^ complaints have been reviewed or investigated, how many
reviews yqu have self-initiated, how many investigations you have initiated, when you
estimate you will rule on each review and investigation (or if you have ruled, how you
ruled and reasons for ruling), the status of each investigation, and the status of each
case referred to the RCMP), and;

. the status of your investigation of the one outstanding Democracy Watch complaint
filed in October 2009, including when you estimate you will issue a ruling for the
complaint.

Given that April 20,2010 testimony before the House of Commons Standing Committee on
Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics you stated that "we have put an electronic system in place so

that our staff knows which stage in the game a file is at" it should be no problem for you to produce the
detailed report of what has happened with every complaint received, or review or investigation initiated,
since 2005.

As you knorv, in 2005 Democracy Watch initiated an application for mandamus against
Registrar Nelson re: his refusal to comply with the commitment to issue rulings on Democracy'Watch's
outstanding conrplaints as ordered by the Federal Court in July 2004 and as agreed in a letter from the
Department of Justice,. Thankfully, Registrar Nelson soon complied and issued rulings f9r tfrye of the
complaints, one of which, as you know, became the test case that was ruled on by the Federal Court of
Appeal in March 2009, namely Democracy Watch v. Campbell2009 FCA 79.

It would be unfortunate, but Democracy'Watch is fully prepared to initiate a similar application
if you do not, within 30 days of receipt of this letter, provide the details requested above.

Finally, given the Auditor General's audit of the Public Sector Integrity Commissioner's
negligent record, and the Auditor General's public statements that all officers of Parliament must meet
the highest standards in operations and reporting, Democracy Watch suggests very strongly that your
Annuãl Report for 2010-201l, and all future annual reports, contain the following details so that
Parliament-and the public can actually determine if you are fulfilling your legal duty to enforce Íhe Act
and Code properly:

* date each complaint / allegation of violation of Act or Code was received or a
review or investigation was self-initiated (and again, in your 2Ol0-2011 Annual
repoft, to clear up confusion about the past several years, you should list all cases

that were outstanding at the end of fiscal year 2007 -2008, and all complaints
received or review or investigation initiated from beginning of fiscal year 2005-
2006 ul to the end of the current fiscal year);
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general .lescription of each complaint's allegations (including.section of law or
ðode violated,-without identifying anyone or any government institution);
date you as Commissioner referrêd each complaint for administrative review and/or
investigation;
date yõu self-initiated an administrative review and/or investigation of any situation
(and general description of each situation);
date initial adminisfrative review / investigation report was submitted to you, or
current status of investigation;
date you ruled and details of ruling (including reasons);
date iuling was submitted to Parliãment (for Code violations) or sent to RCMP (if
warranted-, for violations of the Act) or if kept secret why it was kept secret;

date Parliament made ruling public (for Code violations);
date RCMP began revierving complaint (for Act violations), and;

date RCMP nolified you abóut its decision whether or not to lay charges (for.Act
violations);

- date you¡uled on any case referred back to you by the RCMP concerning whether

it was a violation of the Code.

We are sure that you will want to fulfill your legal duties properly and effectively, and look

forward to hearing from you within the next 30 days.

Originalto follow by mail

Olff C-onacher, Coordinator of Democracy Watch
on behalf of the Board of Directors of Democracy
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